But refactoring tools don't really help build better software… because programmer's don't use the tools as much as they could.
Under-use of Refactoring Tools
• In our Object-Oriented programming class, very few students use refactoring tools (Murphy-Hill, 2006) • Only 2 of 31 users of the Eclipse IDE here at PSU have used refactoring tools (usage history analysis, 7/11/06 through 4/26/07)
• At Agile Open NW, people reported to use refactoring tools only 2/3 of the time (survey of 112 attendees) 8 multiview Why Don't People Use Refactoring Tools?
• At Agile Open NW, people didn't use tools because of usability problems (112 people):
-Not enough flexibility (n=44) -Haven't learned tool (n=26) -Faster to refactor by hand (n=24)
• Usability problems I observed during Extract Method experiments (Murphy-Hill, 2006 • Root Canal 
